Lesson 13: The Policy of Personal Choice

YOU’RE IN CHARGE!

Name: ______________________________________________________________________

What would you do if you were in charge of monetary policy? Would you know how to balance recession and inflation? Visit the Fed Chairman Game at http://sffed-education.org/chairman and try your hand at managing monetary policy. When you are finished, analyze your results and answer the questions below.

How successful were you in keeping inflation low and stable while balancing unemployment rates?

What headlines did you get? What did the headlines tell you about your management strategies?

Under what circumstances did inflation rise and fall?

Under what circumstances did unemployment rise and fall?
Directions: Write a brief, one-page reflection answering the following questions.

- What prices have you witnessed rise or fall in your life so far?
- Are there items you used to buy at lower prices that are now more expensive? Why do you think the cost has gone up?
- How do you think prices will change in the future?
- How will economic conditions affect your financial decisions, such as whether to borrow money or make a large purchase?